SEARCH AND IDENTIFICATION OF CORPSES AND HUMAN REMAINS IN POST-GENOCIDE AND MASS VIOLENCE CONTEXTS

Following a first conference in Paris in September 2012 focusing on the treatment of corpses in the phase of destruction, this second annual meeting of the research programme «Corpses of mass violence and genocide» aims to explore another post-killing severe manipulation of the bodies: addressing their arch and identification. The beginning of the 21st century has already experienced many occurrences of this phenomenon, be it the opening of mass graves from the Spanish Civil War, the identification of corpses by the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, the long-standing search for disappeared political detainees in Argentina or the large-scale exhumations pursued in Rwanda. Whether bodies have been destroyed through industrial processes, mutilated, burned individually or collectively or even reburied in secondary or tertiary sites, the search and identification of these victims remains are undertaken in various circumstances and raise a wide range of questions.

The conference organisers have therefore gathered multidisciplinary contributions dealing with the search and recovery of bodies in various contexts of mass crimes, focusing in particular on the twentieth century. Studies will deal with a variety of geographical areas (Europe, Africa, America and Asia) and focus on the methods and processes involved in the search and identification of victims, as well as the motivations and interests behind these pursuits aiming at understanding what is at stake in conducting exhumations and human remains identification. From understanding these historical objectives, can we learn as much about the ‘searchers’ as we can about the ‘searched’?
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Esteban Andreet (ENRJ, France), Jean-Marc Dreyfus (University of Manchester, UK), Tony Platt (San Jose State University, USA), Tim Thompson (Deakin University, UK), Luis Fondevielle (Equipo Argentino de Antropologia Forense, Argentina), Francisco Ferrandiz & Luis Rius (UCSS-CSIC, Spain), Isaac L. Baker & Brittany Card (Howard Humanitarian Initiative, USA), Belen Rodriguez Cardoso (Banco Nacional de Talentos Genéticos, Argentine), Ernesto Schwartz-Marin (University of Manchester, UK), Victor Torrent (Northumbria University, UK), Adinah Jugo & Sarena Elic (International Commission on Missing Persons), Rémy Kerm (École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales, France), Anna Salinskaya (Museum of Great Patriotic War, Byelorussia), Gabriel Finder (University of Virginia, USA), Sabina Subasic (Film director), Sivane Garbouzian (Université de Genève, Suisse), Jon Shute (University of Manchester, UK), Nicky Rousteau (University of the Western Cape, South Africa), Rachel Hatchway (University of the Strathclyde, Canada), Kamil Bchikoff (US Institute for War Holocaust and Genocide Studies, The Netherlands), Vlaceslav Bljutsky (Memorial, Russian Federation), Caroline Fournet (Ecole Normale Supérieure, France), Caroline Bennett (University of Kent, UK), Frances Tay (University of Manchester, UK).
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